Fitness effects of beneficial mutations: the mutational landscape model in experimental evolution
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The mutational landscape model is a theoretical model describing sequence evolution in natural populations. However, recent experimental work has begun to test its predictions in laboratory populations of microbes. Several of these studies have focused on testing the prediction that the effects of beneficial mutations should be roughly exponentially distributed. The prediction appears to be borne out by most of these studies, at least qualitatively. Another study showed that a modified version of the model was able to predict, with reasonable accuracy, which of a ranked set of beneficial alleles will be fixed next. Although it remains to be seen whether the mutational landscape model adequately describes adaptation in organisms other than microbes, together these studies suggest that adaptive evolution has surprisingly general properties that can be successfully captured by theoretical models.
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Introduction
Beneficial mutations are exceedingly rare and thus difficult to study in natural populations. In laboratory populations of microbes, however, they are more easily characterized, because they are reasonably common and often have large, easily detected, fitness effects [1]. In fact, experimental evolution studies of microbes have recently attempted to study not just the genetic basis of specific adaptive traits but also general characteristics of beneficial mutations [2]. Several of these new studies have focused on describing how beneficial fitness-effects are distributed among mutations: are fitness effects divided evenly among mutations? Or do a few mutations account for most of the possible fitness increase? At the same time, recent theoretical work has begun to generate specific predictions for the distribution of beneficial effects. Consequently, experimentalists can now test the predictions of a particular theoretical model, rather than attempting to infer a distribution of effects directly from laboratory measurements of fitness.

There are actually several sets of beneficial mutations of interest: these include new, random mutations that have not yet experienced either selection or loss due to random genetic drift (Figure 1a); the subset of those beneficial mutations that have survived stochastic loss and become fixed as the first step in adaptation starting from a given wild type (Figure 1b); and all beneficial mutations that have become fixed during the course of adaptation to a new environment. Figure 1 summarizes theoretical expectations for the distribution of effects — given in terms of either selection coefficients or absolute fitness differences — for each set of mutations, which fit either a roughly exponential (Figures 1a and 1c) or a gamma-shaped distribution (Figure 1b). Note that the distributions shown here are derived without incorporating clonal interference, the competition between beneficial mutations that can occur in large populations with restricted recombination. Clonal interference models have been the subject of intense theoretical and experimental work (e.g. [3–6,7]) that is unfortunately beyond the scope of this review, as is other work on the distribution of mutational effects [8]. Instead, we focus here on studies testing the predictions of the mutational landscape model, some of which are shown in Figures 1a and 1c.

The mutational landscape model
The mutational landscape model was originally conceived as a description of molecular evolution by Maynard-Smith in 1962 [9,10] and was further developed by Gillespie [11], and Kauffman and Levin [12]. This model pictures evolution as a process in which a population moves from a wild type sequence to one of its one-step mutant neighbors (i.e. those mutant sequences that differ from the wild type by a single point mutation), which then becomes the new wild type. In the case of a DNA sequence, for instance, a sequence L nucleotides long would have 3L one-step mutant neighbors (because there are three alternative nucleotides at each site) and the sequence can adapt by fixing any of the 3L mutant alleles that confer greater fitness (Figure 2). The process is repeated until there are no one-step mutants fitter than the wild type, at which point the population will have
reached either the fittest possible sequence or a locally optimal one.

The first step in mathematically describing this evolutionary process is to rank the \(3^L\) mutant sequences — both beneficial and deleterious — by their absolute fitnesses, with the rank of the best allele being equal to 1. For a beneficial mutation with rank \(i\), there are \(i/C_0\) beneficial mutations. The ranked alleles form a frequency distribution (Figure 2); with enough mutant sequences, this distribution can be approximated by a continuous probability distribution, such as an exponential or gamma.

**Figure 1**

Theoretical distributions for the effects of beneficial mutations. (a) The frequency distribution for the effects of random beneficial mutations before any have suffered loss due to genetic drift [14], given in terms of the difference in absolute fitness from the wild type. (b) The distribution of the effects of the first mutations fixed [6,25], given in terms of the selection coefficient, \(S\), is shifted to the right owing to genetic drift. (c) The distribution of all mutations fixed in the course of adaptation (i.e. the substitutions required to reach a locally optimal sequence [15]) is roughly exponential. Abbreviations: \(W\), absolute fitness.

**Figure 2**

The mutational landscape model for a hypothetical DNA sequence. White squares represent the wild type state, and colored squares represent one of the three possible mutations at a site. Starting from the wild type sequence of length \(L\) (a) there are \(3^L\) one-step mutant sequences. This distribution of mutations is mapped onto a hypothetical fitness distribution of absolute fitness (b). Most of the single-step mutations fall to the left of the wild type and are deleterious or, as shown on the far left, lethal \((W = 0)\). The right side of the distribution from the wild type sequence onward comprises the beneficial single step mutants. Notice that there are many fewer beneficial mutations and that they occupy the extreme right tail of the distribution.
At first, this appears to be a dead end, because very little is known about the shape this distribution should take. Gillespie realized, however, that regardless of the exact shape of the distribution, the wild type sequence almost certainly occurs in its high-fitness tail [11]. Since the tails of many distributions behave similarly, in a manner mathematically described by the extreme-value theory, Gillespie’s insight made many biologically interesting problems suddenly mathematically tractable. Extreme-value theory has been used to derive, for instance, the number of adaptive substitutions that occur after an environmental change on a rugged fitness landscape [11] and the probability of parallel adaptive evolution [13]. Recent development of the theory by Orr [14,15] has generated some specific predictions that have been tested in three organisms to date, two viruses and one bacterial species. Two of these studies focus on the distribution of new, random mutations before selection, whereas the third focuses on fixed mutations. We discuss each in turn below.

**Empirical tests of the mutational landscape model**

The major difficulty in studying random beneficial mutations is in obtaining a sample of mutations unaffected by selection and genetic drift. Sanjuan et al. [16**] used a straightforward, brute-force approach: using site-directed mutagenesis in vesicular stomatitis virus, they created 91 mutations, seven of which turned out to be beneficial in replicate competition assays. As expected under the mutational landscape model, the exponential distribution (Figure 1a [14]) produced a good fit to the observed fitness effects of these mutations ($R^2 = 0.888$). However, Sanjuan et al. rejected the exponential because a more flexible gamma distribution provided a slightly but significantly better fit ($R^2 = 0.953; P = 0.046$). One caveat is that the Sanjuan et al. study used a different metric of fitness than the mutational landscape theory work used; in fact, they used the fitness measurement typically used in experimental evolution studies, and not that used in population genetic theory (see the study by Bull et al. [1] for an explanation). Because the exponential distribution is only marginally rejected in this study, this slight technical difference in fitness definitions may be of importance. In any case, given the limitations of this kind of experiment (see below), the results qualitatively support the idea that new mutations should have roughly exponential effects.

Kassen and Bataillon [17**] also test for an exponential distribution of the effects of random beneficial mutations, but in *Pseudomonas* bacteria. They used a standard assay for recovering new random antibiotic resistance mutations; if antibiotic resistance is uncorrelated with fitness in other environments, mutations selected for resistance will have randomly distributed fitness effects in other environments. Consistent with this idea, they found that most of the recovered mutations were not beneficial in the absence of the antibiotic. From 2016 populations, they collected 665 antibiotic-resistant mutants and used this collection of mutations to perform two experiments testing the mutational landscape model. First, the mutational landscape model predicted that the beneficial mutations have exponentially distributed effects. Kassen and Bataillon identified 18 mutations with significantly higher fitness than the wild type in the absence of the antibiotic, and these showed the predicted exponential distribution of effects. A likelihood ratio test showed that a gamma distribution does not provide a significantly better fit ($LogL_{exp} = 24.31$ versus $LogL_{exp} = 25.45, \chi^2 = 2.28, P = 0.27$) [17**]. Second, the mutational landscape model predicts a surprising ‘invariance’ principle: it argues that, regardless of the fitness rank of the wild type allele, beneficial mutations arising from it have the same mean effect, equal to $E(\Delta_i)$, the expected fitness difference between the best and next best allele. In other words, under the mutational landscape model, the average beneficial effect does not become smaller as the rank of the wild type allele improves. To test this principle, Kassen and Bataillon measured fitness effects of 95 of their recovered mutations in four environments. Since the fitness gap between the best and next best allele ($\Delta_j$) is likely to differ for each environment, the mean beneficial effect of the measured mutations should also differ for each environment. Of the 95 mutations measured, the number with beneficial effects varied from 8 to 25, depending on the environment, but they showed the predicted exponential distribution of effects regardless of the environment. Unexpectedly, however, the mean beneficial effect was the same for all four environments; this result might contradict the prediction of the mutational landscape model if in fact $\Delta_j$ does differ between the environment.

The third test of the mutational landscape model, by Roktya et al. [18**], evaluates its ability to predict which beneficial allele will be the next one fixed. Given the fitness ranks of the beneficial alleles (again, where $j$ is the rank of the best allele and $i$ is the rank of the wild type), the theory predicts that the next allele fixed will have rank $j$, with a mean probability as follows:

$$E[P_{ij}] = \frac{1}{j-1} \sum_{k=j}^{j-1} \frac{1}{k}$$

[15]

Essentially, this expectation results from the fact that, in the absence of clonal interference, each allele has an independent probability of fixation that depends only on the size of its beneficial effect ($S$) relative to other beneficial alleles. Therefore, the probability that allele $j$ will be the next fixed is as follows:

$$\frac{S_j}{\sum_{k=1}^{i} S_k}$$

[11]
With extreme value theory, the mutational landscape model can predict these relative effects for alleles given their fitness ranks.

To test the accuracy of these predictions, Rokyta et al. [18**] propagated 20 populations of a natural isolate bacteriophage — similar to the laboratory strain \( \Phi X174 \) — until whole-genome sequencing showed that each population had fixed a single beneficial mutation. A total of nine amino acid substitutions were fixed in the 20 populations, with the most frequent fixed in six populations. After measuring and ranking the fitness of each allele, they compared the number of times each was fixed among the 20 populations with the theoretical expectation based on its rank. The model performed surprisingly poorly; for example, the fittest allele (with \( j = 1 \)) was fixed in only 1 out of 20 populations (observed \( P_{10,1} = 0.05 \)) versus the expected 6 (expected \( P_{10,1} = 0.314 \)).

Why did the model perform so poorly? The problem might not be that the model fails to predict the effects of beneficial alleles, but instead that the model assumes equal mutation rates. Instead, mutation rates are known to be biased, with transitions being more common than transversions. Thus, the fittest allele in this experiment might have been fixed infrequently because it occurred rarely, as it happened to be a \( G \rightarrow T \) transversion. Incorporating estimates of actual mutation rates substantially improved the fit of the model (\( P = 0.10 \) for the equal mutation rates version of the model; \( P = 0.49 \) for the mutation-adjusted model). In fact, the mutation-adjusted version of the model performed almost as well as a different model that also incorporated information about the fitness of each allele and the demography of the experimental populations (\( P = 0.67 \)) [19]. In other words, the general properties of molecular evolution captured by the mutational landscape model explain the results of Rokyta et al.’s experiment reasonably well, independent of most of the particular details of the experimental system [18**].

Despite the impressive amount of work involved in these studies, each has its limitations and drawbacks. In cases where the identities of the beneficial mutations are known, the number of mutations studied might have been too few to ensure a representative sample or a powerful test of the model. In cases where the identities of mutations are not known, there is no guarantee that the observed distribution is not confounded with non-independent measurements performed on the same mutations. Both kinds of study also suffer from two limitations common to most experimental evolution work. First, fitness measurements are noisy, and so there is limited power to distinguish between different distributions of fitness effects. Second, since every method for detecting beneficial mutations has some limit to its resolution, mutations with small effects may have been preferentially missed; a large excess of small effect mutations might go undetected. To date, only Rokyta et al. have made a convincing case for qualitatively rejecting the predictions of the model, although the discrepancy was easily reconciled by incorporating a biologically realistic mutation process.

Correlated fitness landscapes

At least one study suggests that the mutational landscape model might not adequately describe evolution in all molecules. Following a quasi-empirical approach pioneered by Fontana et al. [20], Cowperthwaite et al. [21*] studied the effects of random mutations that improve the thermostability of a given RNA secondary structure. Using this approach, which is much less labor-intensive than the empirical work outlined above, they studied beneficial mutations arising from 6959 wild type sequences. The resulting distribution of effects was far from the predicted exponential distribution, with a substantial excess of very small effect mutations. There are, however, some potential limitations of this test: RNA stability might not be a good proxy for fitness, and the short RNA molecule studied might be atypical. But it is also possible that the discrepancy stems from a potentially nonbiological assumption of the mutational landscape model: the exponential prediction comes from a version of the model that assumes a maximally rugged fitness landscape (i.e. one in which the fitness of the wild type sequence is uncorrelated with the fitness of its one-step neighbors). In reality, of course, a wild type sequence and its mutant alleles can show any degree of correlation, and in the case of thermostability of RNA structures, wild type and mutant fitnesses are known to be correlated [20].

Orr [22*] recently investigated one version of a correlated landscape in which the sequence is divided into blocks that each independently and additively affect fitness. Given that single mutations change the fitness of only one block, mutant and wild type alleles have similar (correlated) fitnesses. This early work on correlated fitness landscapes suggests that some predictions of the mutational landscape model are robust to some amount of correlation in the landscape. In particular, the beneficial fitness effects of random mutations on correlated landscapes should still be exponentially distributed. However, this version of the model has more stringent requirement for the length of the molecule: in order for extreme value theory to work, there must be enough mutant sequences per block to ensure that the wild type sequence occurs in the high-fitness tail of roughly continuous distribution. In other words, the model might not perform well for molecules that are both correlated and short, such as the 76-nucleotide RNA molecule studied by Cowperthwaite et al. [21*].
Conclusions
The empirical and theoretical work summarized here represents an important first step toward understanding the general properties of the genetics of adaptation. Although the particular biology of a system almost certainly affects the detailed picture, the mutational landscape model appears to provide a good overall description of the distribution of mutational effects. But one key frustration with the theory, particularly in relation to the mutational landscape work, is that it does not adequately describe evolution in most experimental evolution populations. Although these populations provide the best available testing ground for the theory, they typically experience more mutations and stronger selection than current versions of the theory assume. The experimental work, in turn, has suffered from technical limitations: for the exact genetic basis of adaptation to be known, the organism used must be easily resequenced. To date, such studies have been restricted to simple viruses, which might differ in some systematic way from more complex organisms. Fortunately, advances in DNA sequencing technology might soon make similar high-resolution experiments possible in organisms other than viruses [23,24].
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The authors argue that, in large populations that experience many beneficial mutations, clonal interference eliminates all but a small subset of mutations that tend to have large effects. Given that the distribution of these successful mutations has a small variance, the authors reason that evolution in these populations can be described as if only mutations with a single effect had occurred. Using a technologically innovative approach, they follow beneficial substitutions in 72 populations and show that the results can be described using only two effective parameters, a constant effect size for beneficial mutations, and the rate at which they occur.


The authors examined the fitness of 96 bacterial populations, 68 of which were putatively fixed for a single adaptive allele. The results show that most of these populations fixed mutations with intermediate effects, but did not fit the theoretical expectation well, probably because selection was stronger than assumed by the theory.


Part of a larger study examining the effects of random mutations — both beneficial and deleterious — generated by site-directed mutagenesis in vesicular stomatitis virus. This brute-force approach has led to several interesting results, detailed in this and in companion studies [26,27].


This work tests the two predictions of the mutational landscape model using a large sample of beneficial mutations in Pseudomonas bacteria.


This study tests the ability of two different models — one of them being the mutational landscape model — to predict how often each of a set of known beneficial mutations will be fixed in replicate populations.


This quasi-empirical study tests the ability of the mutational landscape model to predict the effects of random mutations on the thermostability of RNA structures, and finds an unexpected large excess of mutations with small effects.


This theoretical study re-examines earlier predictions of the mutational landscape model, but on a correlated fitness landscape. In general, most predictions of the earlier work turn out to be robust, except for those regarding adaptive walks.


